3D SKETCH WORLD.

New concept's drawing and painting content which
allows users to see their work in 3D.
Users draw or paint on the 3D exclusive sketch paper
we provide, and scan it with the easy scanner to see
their own work on either 2D or 3D moving screen.
We offer various themed sketch papers.
This is an edu-entertainment content that users can
install in large-scale experience halls, such as science
museum and kids cafe, etc. for group experience.

DG Entertainment

Rendezvous of culture and technology, a leader of
experiential content

DG Entertainment is a digital item developer and manufacturer in Korea. Established in 2000 as
the first generation digital game developer of the country, we are actively introducing a variety
of content which everyone can enjoy, such as functional game, experiential content, and SNG
etc., based on our unrivaled 3D motion recognition technology.
Especially in 2013, we successfully developed an experiential sports game Sports World
2011, and in 2013 The Moving Gallery for Everyone, which suggested a new direction for art
education. In doing so, we have been holding various exhibits and events, and strived for
market cultivation and industry promotion. Also in 2015, we introduced a new concept's eduentertainment content 3D Sketch World. This art-and-play combined content has been a
great success in the market, both domestic and overseas, and become DG Entertainment's
representative content.
We will continue our effort to operate as a leading company in content development in which
sensibility and technology co-exist, and to provide customers with more innovative and creative
item service.

3D SKETCH WORLD WEB.

PC web version of 3D Sketch World, intended for small
number of people or a person to enjoy the original
large scale 3D Sketch World, at home or kindergarten.
Users can take a photo of 3D exclusive sketch paper by
using their own smartphone. Various theme papers are
offered. Web-based simple and convenient item.
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